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BY WAY OF INTRODUCTION, OUR MOST IMPORTANT 

RESOURCE AS A PEOPLE IS THE LAND (“ZIMBABWE”). 

IT IS CRITICAL THAT THIS RESOURCE BE: 

a) Clearly defined and protected;

b) Fairly distributed amongst the people of the country; 

c) Appropriately managed to ensure optimal preservation; 

and 

d) Productively utilised for the benefit of all the country’s 

people.



CLEAR DEFINITION AND PROTECTION OF

LAND

• National borders ; and 

• National security services. 



FAIR DISTRIBUTION AMONGST THE

PEOPLE OF THE COUNTRY

• Each of the country’s citizens must have the right to 

land, same and equal to the right of each and everyone. 

• Has our land been fairly distributed in the past?

• Is our land fairly distributed now? 

• Is it possible for land to be fairly distributed? 



APPROPRIATE MANAGEMENT TO ENSURE

OPTIMAL PRESERVATION

• Work of Government (through the Ministry of Lands 

and Agriculture, as well as through the Ministry of the 

Environment, local authorities and the people on the 

land. 



PRODUCTIVE UTILISATION FOR THE BENEFIT OF

ALL THE COUNTRY’S PEOPLE

• Land can/should be productively utilised in 
many respects. Here we will deal with productive 
utilisation for agricultural purposes. 

• Need for capitalisation of agricultural land.

• Current problems with respect to capitalisation. 



LAND TENURE AND LAND POLICY IN ZIMBABWE

Land belongs to both the current generation

and to posterity i.e, future generations, hence

it must not be destroyed.



TYPES OF LAND TENURE SYSTEMS IN ZIMBABWE

There are three types of land tenure systems in
Zimbabwe, namely:

• The Communal Trust Land System, under the custody
of traditional leaders and the permit system (old
resettlement);

• The 99 year and 25 year Lease system which mainly
includes A1 and A2 resettlements;

• The Freehold system, now composed of some large
and small scale commercial farms; and

• State land mainly, national parks and forests.



TYPES OF LAND TENURE SYSTEMS IN 

ZIMBABWE

• Each of these land tenure systems has its
merits and demerits. In trying to establish
which of the systems is better, it would
require a comprehensive Cost-Benefit
Analysis Study to be carried out.

• Suffice to say, a combination of some of
these tenure systems can still be a viable
option.



LAND POLICY IN ZIMBABWE 

There must be a clear policy on:

• land ownership;

• land usage; and

• land administration and management.

In my view, land in Zimbabwe, currently, is distributed through two

main channels:

• Administratively distributed to the vulnerable sections of society.

Currently the Communal land tenure channel is fulfilling this aspect. The

merits and demerits of this system can be discussed in a different

forum.



LAND POLICY IN ZIMBABWE 

• By the market mechanism, through an open and transparent trade 
system. The freehold system currently fulfils this aspect and must be 
strengthened and encouraged by government. This system makes this 
land (freehold land) an active and productive asset.

The 99 year lease system “may” also fulfil this if certain conditions such 
as security of tenure, transparency tradability, etc, are put in place. 

Experience has, however, shown that the freehold system, world over, is 
the best channel of distribution to stimulate economic growth and 
development.



ATTRIBUTES OF LAND AS A RESOURCE OR ASSET

• Land is an immovable asset – which means it can only be used 
where it is physical located, and is limited in size.

• Land must have an exchange value (market value). 

• To achieve exchange value, land must be tradable i.e. it must 
easily change hands in a formal market.

• Land must be productive in order to attract investment.

• However, and particularly in Zimbabwe, land issues tend to be 
dominated by emotions and politics, sometimes leading to 
selfish and destructive tendencies.



DISTRIBITION OF LAND IN ZIMBABWE 



DISTRIBUTION OF LAND IN ZIMBABWE

• The current land distribution in Zimbabwe is 
dominated by Communal areas (41.7%), followed by 
large scale farms (18.6%).

• The question that arises is – is this a fair distribution 
of land? In order to answer this question, we need to 
take into account the objective of each of these 
systems:

• The communal areas, principally, cater for the 
subsistence needs of the vulnerable groups in the 
country.



DISTRIBUTION OF LAND IN ZIMBABWE 

• On the other hand, the other categories 

should contribute to the production of 

adequate output for national 

consumption and export earnings. 



PERTINENT ISSUES TO BE CONSIDERED IN LAND 

DISTRIBUTION 

• Land distribution must address issues of economic
development and growth, employment creation and
wealth creation.

• Government land policies must focus on economic
modernisation in order to achieve world class economic
development.

• When the FTLD (fast track land distribution) was
implemented, one of the things it did was to disrupt
the link in the value chains, between agriculture and
the manufacturing sectors. It also destroyed
employment in both sectors.



PERTINENT ISSUES TO BE CONSIDERED IN LAND 

DISTRIBUTION 

• One of the issues the Government (and people of

Zimbabwe) must seriously consider is whether they

want every Zimbabwean to be a farmer? This,

certainly, would be a misnomer, as no country in the

world has a system like that. And such a system

would not work in a modern world.

• Land should be viewed as any other economic asset,

and not as the only asset.



THE PROPOSED  WAY FORWARD 

• There is need to stimulate land tradability and 
transferability across all the tenure systems, in 
order to encourage economic activity, and to 
reactivate the dead capital that has been built up 
in the communal sector, over the years. 

• To consider the impact of the growth of the  
broader economy on land distribution, in the sense 
that, as the economy grows, and employment is 
created, pressure on land reduces. 



THE PROPOSED WAY FORWARD 

• There is need to promote beneficial links between
the small scale farming sector and large scale
commercial farming (Access to the needs of these
sectors).

• There is need to modernize all agricultural
production in order to promote economies of scale
and the deployment of technology, so as to be
competitive at a global level.

• Market forces should be given predominance in land
allocation, instead of political fiat.



THE PROPOSED WAY FORWARD 

• When the land redistribution was being
implemented, not much attention was given to
access to water, roads and other infrastructure, and
the sizes of some of the farms were arbitrary and
unviable.

• One of the major constraints faced by the new
farmers is access to finance. The old system had
created a special vehicle in the AFC (Agricultural
Finance Corporation). It is probably time to consider
creating such a specialist institution.



THE PROPOSED WAY FORWARD 

• Property rights and private title to land must be 

fully protected from whimsical government actions. 

Further, clear definitions of circumstances under 

which government can repossess land, and clarity 

on the compensation basis, and the timelines 

thereof, must be given.



CONCLUSION 

• In conclusion, in the medium to long term, all land must revert
to private title, in order to achieve security of tenure and to
encourage optimal usage.

• Specifically, private title should be extended to communal
areas as well.

• It is very important for the transfer of knowhow, technology
and skills, to allow foreigners to hold title to land. However,
foreigners should not be allowed to hold land for speculative
purposes, which is a likely and big temptation.

• Finally, creation of employment and linkage to other sectors of
the economy, should be the main focus of any land
distribution policy.



THANK YOU 


